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Overview
In February 2012, Warren Buffett drew attention to the U.S. housing market as an investment opportunity
in an interview on CNBC. An excerpt of the interview is provided below.
“If I had a way of buying a couple hundred thousand single-family homes… I would load up on
them… it's a very attractive asset class now. I could buy…them at distressed prices and find
renters and … [take a] mortgage, it’s a leveraged way of owning a very cheap asset and I think
that’s as attractive of an investment as you can make.” Warren Buffett CNBC's Squawk Box,
Monday, February 27, 2012
This white paper aims to present key facts about the U.S. housing market today; to explain the main ways
that investors can gain exposure to this asset class; and to highlight both the opportunities and the
challenges associated with each strategy. The goal of the white paper is to provide a realistic snapshot of
the market as of early 2012, and to assist interested investors in making decisions that fit with their
capabilities. Above all, the author hopes to help investors to form realistic expectations about the market
prior to making investment decisions.
At the same time, the white paper aims to explain that the solution to the housing crisis that has held back
the U.S. economy is relatively simple and is right in front of us. Thousands of local operators purchase
homes from banks, renovate them, and either rent them or resell them. They have been doing this for
several years and they will keep doing so, attracted by appealing profit margins and strong returns.
Policy-makers should recognize that the solution to the housing crisis will come from these operators, not
from Washington, D.C. or from Wall Street. Over a period of about five years, with about 1 million
homes renovated per year, operators will clear the backlog of foreclosures and the housing market will
return to a more normal state.
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Recent History of the Single Family Residential Market
As American homeowners know all too well, the decade that began in the year 2000 featured a great runup in home prices, a borrowing binge supported by loose lending standards, irrational pricing and finally a
price crash. The chart below shows this up-and-down cycle clearly.
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In the mid 2000s, just as prices were peaking and affordability of home ownership was lowest, investing
in homes and residential development speculatively was a popular pursuit among tens of thousands of
investors small and large. While many of these investors who invested in residential real estate at the
height of the market did not see positive results from their investments, today’s conditions has created a
much different investment climate. This white paper will explain how the current housing market, with
home prices declining and home ownership falling further and further out of favor, have created very
favorable conditions for investing in single family homes.
Even more than in commercial real estate, the pendulum of investor sentiment that bubbled so positively
for single family homes has now swung back too far in the opposite direction. This white paper outlines
the two main strategies that value-oriented residential real estate investors are pursuing to profit from the
wave of distressed selling by banks and other lenders. This wave of selling has already been underway for
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four years, but is expected to continue for at least another four years, offering savvy investors attractive
risk adjusted returns relative to those available elsewhere in the investment universe.

Current Market Status and Key Trends
For investors in single family homes, one of the most important metrics is the number of homes that will
change hands in distressed transactions in the upcoming years. Each home will require a renovation prior
to being returned to the market either as a rental property or as a resale to an owner-occupant. The chart
below, developed by Amherst Securities, estimates the number of defaults at between 8 million and 10
million homes over the next six years.

Not all homes that go into foreclosure will be purchased by an investor at a foreclosure sale. According to
one source, about 29% of recent California foreclosures are purchased by third parties (investors). 1 The
remaining 71% become bank-owned property (“real estate owned,” or “REO”). According to another
study, about 40% of REO properties are purchased by an investor.2
Putting together these two estimates, we can approximate the number of homes that will be purchased by
an investor: 29% of all transactions at foreclosure sale, plus 40% of the remaining 71% of transactions, or
29% + 28% = 57% of all foreclosures.
Using the 10 million home figure from Amherst Securities, we can estimate that 5.7 million homes might
credibly be purchased by investors over the next six years or so—approximately 1 million homes per
year, on average.
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Overview of Investment Strategies
When investors purchase homes, either at a foreclosure sale, via short sale, or directly from banks, these
homes almost always need some level of renovations before they can be occupied again either as a rental
property or as a resale. In most cases, the prior occupant of the property lost his or her home through
foreclosure or a short sale. Owners who know they will lose their homes do not generally spend money
keeping their homes in good condition, since they will not be in the home to benefit from repairs.
Frequently, the buyers of such properties need to spend $10,000 to $30,000 per home to perform repairs,
including painting the inside and outside of the house; replacing carpet or other flooring; renovating
kitchens and bathrooms; and/or re-landscaping the front and back yards.
The scope of the renovation is dictated by the investor’s strategy for the property. The two main
investment strategies are: (i) renting the property as an income investment, with the hope of realizing
appreciation over time as well as current rental income (the “fix-and-rent” strategy); and (ii) reselling the
property for a profit, usually within six months of the purchase (the “fix-and-flip” strategy).
One study suggests that 44% of REO property purchases in the local market that was examined are resold
again within a year, typically for a healthy profit.3 In the California market, anecdotal evidence gathered
by the author suggests that many investors are shifting their emphasis from the fix-and-flip strategy to the
fix-and-rent strategy.
Demand for Rental Housing. As shown on the chart on the following page, the homeownership rate is
falling. The U.S. Census estimates that the homeownership rate has declined from its peak of 69% in
2005-2006 to its present level of 66%. These current figures include 2.8 million homeowners who have
either not made a mortgage payment in over a year or are in foreclosure.4 This imminent decline of 2.8
million homeowners represents a fall in the homeownership rate of more than 2 percentage points.
Therefore, the homeownership rate has further to fall and will likely continue to fall below its historical
range of between 63%-65%. Any household that does not own their residence is likely renting in some
fashion (or living with another household, in which case the two households become a single household).
Therefore every 1% decline in the homeownership rate represents approximately 1 million households
transitioning from homeownership to renting. For a more detailed analysis of these statistics, the author
has written an article on SeekingAlpha.com which goes into further detail about the housing market and
homeownership rate.5
Additionally, a confluence of factors including tighter lending standards, depressed economic conditions,
and a sentiment among young people today that is far more negative towards homeownership than it was
in the past, suggest that the equilibrium rate of homeownership may be lower than the recent historical
average. By comparison, in 1950 the homeownership rate was only 55%.6
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Buying Right and Renovating Cost Effectively
There is a common thread to both strategies outlined in the previous section. In both cases, the operator’s
most important job is to purchase properties at favorable prices, and get them renovated cost-effectively
in a way that will add additional value in excess of the money spent on renovations. In doing so, the
operator should be able to create substantial value equity within 30 to 60 days after purchasing a property.

First, the total volume of properties owned by banks today is much higher than historical norms. There
are currently 6.1 million mortgages that are non-performing with 2.1 million mortgages in an active
foreclosure process.7 Also, competition from owner-occupants is more limited since many families prefer
to rent or cannot qualify for a loan to purchase a home in today’s extremely tight lending environment. As
a consequence of the sheer number of distressed homes and the lower demand from owner-occupants,
distressed homes are trading at a deeper discount to retail market value than they have historically.
Whereas in the past it was typical to purchase distressed homes at a 5% discount, today these homes can
be purchased for discounts ranging between 14-46%.8 Today’s market environment allows, investors in
single family homes to make more money “on the buy” than usual, thus creating the conditions for very
attractive risk-adjusted returns in 2012 and 2013.
It should be noted that banks also own an unusually large quantity of commercial real estate today.
However, in that market, banks are generally less motivated to sell, while the number of opportunistic
buyers with cash available is high, resulting in far fewer opportunities and lower risk-adjusted returns, in
the author’s experience. While fix-and-flip operators in the residential market might be able to create 15The Great Housing Workout White Paper
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20% gross profits (before accounting for selling costs) on a typical project, in the commercial market 510% is probably more typical. For this reason, “flipping” in the commercial market is less common. Most
buyers in that market are prepared for a multi-year holding period in order to generate a combination of
income and, eventually, capital gains.

Fix-and-Flip Business Model
The fix-and-flip business model is relatively simple. It is premised on buying a property at a wholesale
value, typically from a bank; renovating the property in a way that would appeal to a prospective
homeowner; and then selling it for a price that covers all of the renovation and transactions costs, plus a
profit for the renovator/operator. This model is premised on the fact that many homes that require
meaningful renovations will not qualify for a traditional home loan from Fannie Mae, Freddie Mac
(“conventional loans”) or the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development (“HUD”) or Veterans
Administration (“VA”). These lenders and the banks who sell loans to these government entities account
for over 95.7% of all purchase money home loan originations.9
Buying at “Wholesale” Cost/Distressed Sale Value. The profit built into the fix-and-flip business
model can be divided into two parts: The first part comes from buying the property at a wholesale value
from the bank that is below the “as-is” retail value at the time of purchase. The absence of competition
from typical buyers who need a Government Sponsored Entity (“GSE”) loan allows investors to purchase
at 5% to 15% or more below retail value, since retail value is defined as what typical buyers would pay if
the buyers were able to secure conventional financing for their purchase.
Renovating Cost Effectively. The second element of the fix-and-flip operator’s value creation is the
renovation itself. The operator determines what repairs and upgrades are needed to maximize the appeal
of the home to retail buyers who are looking to purchase a home in the area. Typical upgrades include
interior and exterior paint, new carpeting, and kitchen and bathroom renovations. Sometimes
improvements are more extensive such as removing walls or otherwise re-configuring space in the house,
or even adding space such as an extra bedroom or bathroom. The operator then gets these upgrades
completed cost-effectively by negotiating favorable rates from outside contractors and suppliers. The
operator’s total cost for these upgrades might be $20,000 or $25,000, but the value to a retail home buyer
might be much higher, because the retail home buyer would have to take time to plan the renovation, pay
a contractor to oversee the project, and generally spend a great deal of energy doing things that the
average retail home buyer does not have the time or expertise to do.
Fix-and-Flip Typical Profit Margins. It is not uncommon for a fix-and-flip operator to generate a 10%
return on investment over a five or six month period, after accounting for selling costs of about 5%-6% of
the sale price of the property. To do so requires about a 16% return on investment before accounting for
selling costs. This profit margin might well be divided into two roughly equal components—one based on
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buying right, and the other based on renovating cost-effectively and providing a “turn-key” property for
the retail homebuyer.
Use of Leverage by Fix-and-Flip Operators. Assuming a 10% return on investment in 5-6 months,
many fix-and-flip operators are generating 20-25% (or higher) annualized returns. Given such attractive
returns, many fix-and-flip operators are eager to buy as many projects as they can. As a result, they
frequently use private money loans in order to spread out their equity investment dollars over as large a
number of projects as they can. Banks will not generally provide financing to fix-and-flip operators,
because banks do not like to underwrite properties for loans that will be paid off in a few months.
In order to justify the work to underwrite a property, lenders require some minimum amount of profit per
investment (say, $10,000 including interest income and origination fees). This amount of profit usually
equates to a high effective interest rate for the borrower, since the $10,000 is being charged on a small
loan over a relatively short period of time. Banks are not generally comfortable charging double-digit
interest rates to their customers, since they are paying less than 1% interest on deposits from those same
customers. As a result, this market of lending to fix-and-flip operators is generally left to private money
lenders for whom these loans can be an excellent investment.
One of the ways that investors can participate in the fix-and-flip business is to provide debt financing to
operators in this market. That strategy is outlined in detail in a prior white paper published by the author
of this white paper.10

Challenges and Limitations of Fix-and-Flip Strategy
There are several disadvantages of pursuing the fix-and-flip strategy as an operator. These challenges
include:
Competition from Other Fix-and-Flip Operators. Profit margins for fix-and-flip operators have
declined as more operators and more capital have entered the market in the past few years. Acquisition
techniques that once generated large profits margins, such as buying properties at foreclosure sales, now
generate thinner margins.11 Operators who are not experienced can easily lose money on one or more
transactions.
Capital-Intensive Business; Unsteady Cash Flow. Fix-and-Flip operators need plenty of cash in order
to take advantage of buying opportunities when they arise. They also need cash to cover renovation costs.
Even very experienced operators who make money consistently often find themselves with too much cash
at some times and not enough at other times.
Weak Demand for Housing Upon Exit. The fix-and-flip market is premised on selling the home to an
owner-occupant family once the home has been renovated. Monetary easing has provided very low
interest rates with correspondingly affordable monthly payments for those buyers who qualify for a loan.
The Great Housing Workout White Paper
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However, some buyers who would qualify for a loan already own a home, partly because of the nowexpired Federal stimulus provision which provided very generous first-time home buyer tax credits. With
a relatively small number of families still looking to buy, selling a home takes longer today. For this
reason, among others, many operators are moving toward holding homes as rentals rather than selling
them.
Specialized Business; Not a Good Fit for Most People. Buying, fixing and flipping a home may sound
like an enjoyable activity, and TV networks such as HGTV have spurred interest and to some extent
glamorized this activity. However, the reality of buying, renovating and re-selling homes is very hard
work requiring specialized skills and resources, together with solid organizational abilities. Most
successful operators work 60-80 hours per week at this activity and manage large teams of subcontractors. Being an operator requires full time attention and “street smarts” about how much a given
project should cost, and how much a home can be sold for, which most investors don’t have.
In spite of the challenges outlined above, the fix-and-flip business remains viable for experienced,
efficient operators. They are providing a service which is greatly needed in our economy and will remain
in demand for years to come, as millions of distressed loans pass through the mortgage system and
foreclosure process and are recycled back into productive use.

Fix-and-Rent Model
In the fix-and-rent model, the investor or operator purchases the distressed property, performs
renovations, and then rents it out to a tenant to generate current income. The renovation typically includes
less work than what would be performed under the fix-and-flip model. Renovations would normally
include items such as painting the interior, replacing carpet and other flooring, and upgrading appliances.
Other items such as landscaping the yard, replacing windows and doors and upgrading kitchens and
bathrooms are typically excluded from fix-and-rent renovation projects, since tenants often will not pay
significant extra rent for these upgrades. Zelman Associates estimates there are 13.6 million rented single
family homes in the U.S. today. They report an average occupancy rate of 93.9% among respondents to
their survey of professional managers of such properties. 12
The fix-and-rent operator is looking for enough income from rental operations to generate an attractive
return on the total cost of the property, which includes the renovation cost. A typical target today is an 8%
return on cost. In the world of income property, this would be referred to as an 8% capitalization rate,
defined as net operating income divided by total cost. Note that for a property that cost $100,000,
including renovation cost, the required net operating income would be $8,000. Given operating costs of
$4,000-$5,000 per year on average, plus an allowance for vacancy and bad debt, the required rental rate
would be $1,100 to $1,200 per month.
In California, it is possible to achieve an 8% capitalization rate in certain selected locations. Generally,
the purchase price of the home must be around $100,000 or less for this target to be achieved. In early
The Great Housing Workout White Paper
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2012, the median sales price for homes in California was $246,000.13 Clearly, these rental homes are in
the most affordable areas and not likely to be in the main urban areas. However, in order to generate
steady rental income, they must also be close to employment centers, and not in areas that are too remote.
Investors could also assemble homes at a cost of $150,000 or $200,000 each, however, without
proportionately higher rent, the return on cost (capitalization rate) would likely be closer to 6% for these
homes. A 6% capitalization rate is also acceptable, and is comparable to the capitalization rate on
apartment buildings. These higher-priced homes may offer attractive upside appreciation opportunities in
the future when compared to lower priced homes. As an example, 10% appreciation on a $200,000
property would generate a $20,000 increase in equity for an investor, while the same 10% appreciation on
a $100,000 home would only generate a $10,000 increase in equity. Also, higher-end homes may attract
more credit-worthy tenants who also treat the property with more care. As in the apartment investment
market, there is a trade-off between current yield and property/neighborhood quality.

Advantages of the Fix-and-Rent Program
Late 2011 and early 2012 have seen a number of research reports and announcements touting the benefits
of the fix-and-rent investment thesis.14 15 This program has a number of advantages including those listed
below.
Attractive, Steady Current Income. Like an apartment building, a portfolio of rental homes has the
potential to generate steady current income. Some people have called such portfolios “horizontal
apartments” because of the similar low risk characteristics of this strategy to apartment ownership. Losing
a single tenant can generate a huge change in income for shopping centers or industrial buildings, but
losing one residential tenant in a portfolio of properties results in a smaller vacancy loss.
Ability to Create “Instant Equity”. Like successful fix-and-flip operators, fix-and-rent operators are
able to purchase homes at wholesale prices from banks or in short sales and renovate them costeffectively. As a result, once a home is fixed and ready to rent, its value should be substantially higher
than the operator’s cost basis. While the fix-and-rent operator does not realize this gain until years later,
when the property is sold, the ability to create value immediately enhances the returns of the fix-and-rent
strategy.
Tenant Turnover Likely Lower vs. Apartments. Apartment tenant turnover can be high, depending on
the market. In Las Vegas, the average tenant moves after one year or less. Turnover carries a cost, since
units must be painted, sit vacant for a period of time, and concessions (frequently one month of free rent)
may be necessary to induce a new tenant to sign a lease. Families renting a home are more likely to have
children and may not want to move frequently, because of school and other considerations. Recent market
research indicates that the average single family home renter stays for 33 months.16
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Ability to Use Leverage. A portfolio of rented single family homes has similar financial characteristics
to an apartment building. In particular, it will tend to have steady income with high operating margins
(operating profit/revenue, which is typically above 50% for apartments). As such, both apartments and
rented homes are excellent candidates for using leverage as part of the capitalization of the portfolio.
Furthermore, the cost of a loan secured by real property with a proven ability to generate income should
be substantially less than a loan on a project that does not generate income. Low-cost debt financing can
enhance the returns of the fix-and-rent strategy.
Multiple Exit Pathways. The owner of an apartment property can either hold the investment for income
or sell it to another apartment investor. The owner of a portfolio of rental homes has the option to sell a
given property in the future either to an investor, or to an owner-occupant. This added exit opportunity
has the potential to increase returns substantially because at certain times in the real estate market cycle,
owner-occupants will pay much more for a home than investors. By analogy, commercial real estate
investors like to invest in surface parking lots located close to the city center of major metropolitan areas.
These lots have a value as an income property, but they might have a much higher value in the future to
developers who could build high rise buildings on the properties, if and when the market is strong enough
to justify this higher and better use. For single family homes, the highest and best use—and the highest
valuation--is likely to again be owner-occupancy at some point in the future.
To illustrate the fix-and-rent strategy, Figure 1 below depicts two actual fix-and-rent investments. Both
properties are located in Southern California’s Inland Empire region, which was one of the hardest-hit by
the real estate market crash, and as a result both properties were purchased at a substantial discount to
renovated retail market value. The net operating incomes as a percentage of total cost represent a 9% and
7% yield, respectively. The second property, with a cost basis including a light renovation of $82,100 in
early 2012, last sold in 2001 for $239,500.
Figure 1
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Rental Demand
Supporting the fix-and-rent model is strong demand for rental housing as of early 2012, as well as
attractive price-to-rental income ratios from the investor’s perspective.
Rental Demand is Strong. Demographic trends are positive for rental housing. New household
formations are forecast to average 1.4 million per year through 2015. The author believes that
approximately half of all new households will become renters as opposed to homeowners for a number of
reasons, including, among other factors, a negative sentiment towards homeownership, tight lending
standards for mortgages, and difficult personal economic circumstances resulting from the recent
recession. In addition to newly formed households, homeowners who lose their homes to the foreclosure
process will also typically enter the rental market, creating additional demand. Further detail is provided
in the Marcus & Millichap’s 2012 National Apartment Report:
All 44 markets tracked in the National Apartment Index are forecast to post continued
employment growth and eﬀective rent growth in 2012. Recovery has moved beyond the
cyclical surge in demand to a more sustainable expansion, as remarkable shifts in demographic,
economic and social patterns underpin demand for rental housing. U.S. vacancy should reach
5.0 percent by the end of 2012, a 40-basis-point decline since 2011, and resulting in 4.8 percent
eﬀective rent growth. Forecast completions will total nearly 85,000 units, still critically short of
a conservative demand forecast for 120,000 units, initiating a new development cycle.
Household formations are forecast to increase by 29 percent to an annual average of 1.4 million
through 2015, aided by rising immigration and 2.1 million echo boomers entering the prime
renter age cohort.
Price-to-Rental Income Ratios are Favorable. As shown in the graph below, the price-to-rent ratio for
U.S. homes has dropped to levels last seen in the 1990s.17
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Challenges and Limitations of Fix-and-Rent Market
According to Zelman & Associates, there are 13.6M occupied single family rentals in the United States
and roughly 2.7M properties that are professionally managed.18 Most are held in small portfolios by
individual investors who oversee property management personally. While there are apartment REITs that
own 100,000 units or more, there are no operators of single family rental homes on such a large scale.
The largest national property management companies in the residential sector manage less than 10,000
properties as of early 2012. One reason is the challenge of scaling the operations of this type of portfolio.
Some of the disadvantages of the fix-and-rent strategy are discussed below.
Few Economies of Scale. In a large apartment building, the units come in a limited number of floor
plans and tend to use one or two types of systems (for example, air conditioning systems and appliances).
In a portfolio of single family homes, there will be a wide variety of floor plans and systems. Instead of
having one maintenance person for every, say, 100 units, it may be necessary to have a larger
maintenance staff, especially if the homes are not located close to one another.
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Potential for Heavy Wear and Tear. In an apartment complex, the management can create and enforce
policies designed to create a professional appearance and minimize wear and tear on the property. For
example, many buildings do not allow large dogs. In rental houses, the management staff is not onproperty and cannot easily enforce policies. Houses may therefore need more substantial repairs when a
tenant moves out and will likely incur more wear and tear during the period that a tenant occupies the
property.
Absence of Highly Professional, Scalable Property Management Organizations. Property managers
of single family homes typically charge 7% to 10% of revenue as a property management fee. Assuming
rent of $1,100 per month, this amounts to $77 to $110 per month, per unit. Frequently, local realtors
provide property management as an added service for their clients, since it helps them to generate
brokerage fees when properties are purchased or sold. However, given the inherent challenges of
managing single family homes, even the best groups are unlikely to want to or be able to scale above a
limited number of units. The owner must monitor performance carefully and is likely to find some
property managers are capable in some areas during certain periods of time, but it will be difficult to find
property managers who are consistently excellent and also able to scale up and cover multiple cities
effectively. One way to mitigate this issue is to partner with local operators who are sharing in both the
initial investment and in the profits, so that they have an incentive to maximize income beyond a
relatively small property management fee.

Federal Government Policy and its Implications
Government policy affects the housing market in significant ways. Some of these policies and their
implications are outlined below.
Interest Rates for Home Buyers. The Federal government provides artificially low interest rates for
home buyers via an implied government guarantee of Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac-issued debt and an
explicit guarantee on FHA and VA loans. This has the effect of propping up home values, since most
home buyers shop based on the monthly payment they can afford, not the purchase price of the home.
Most experts believe that this and other subsidies for home ownership will continue for many years to
come.
Fannie Mae currently allows investors to purchase up to 10 investment properties using a Fannie Mae
loan. This can be an attractive option for investors with good credit and healthy cash flow, since the
interest rate on Fannie Mae loans in early 2012 is 4%-5% and other lenders charge significantly more.
Sales of Government-Owned Homes. According to a recent Business Week article, Fannie Mae,
Freddie Mac and various other entities owned by the Federal Government currently own almost 250,000
homes.19 The number would be much higher if the government and GSEs foreclosed on many homes with
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loans in default. The government does not want to put all of these homes up for sale at once, because
home prices would drop, undermining the economic recovery. The government cannot hold onto the
homes indefinitely because they will deteriorate if not maintained.
In late 2012, the government announced plans to begin selling portfolios of REO properties to investment
groups who will operate them as rentals. There has also been discussion of providing attractive financing
to the investors. The rationale is that homes can be sold over a period of many years, when the housing
market is stronger. This mass disposition may represent a major opportunity for investors who are wellcapitalized and able to execute on a fix-and-rent strategy. As of early 2012, many of the largest private
equity firms were organizing themselves and forming partnerships to take advantage of this opportunity.

How Investors Can Gain Exposure to Residential Investment
There is no simple, publicly-traded security that gives passive investors direct exposure to either the fixand-flip or fix-and-rent strategies outlined in this white paper. Both of these strategies are being executed
overwhelmingly by private groups typically consisting of a few key individuals, usually backed up by a
team of contractors and real estate professionals and perhaps a small number of employees. The lack of
public market investment vehicles, in fact, explains the attractive returns available to investors who find a
way to access these investment niches successfully. The “big money” on Wall Street simply hasn’t found
a way to direct significant capital into this business; hence the continued above-market risk-adjusted
returns for strong operators and connected investors.
With this being said, there are several ways in which investors can participate. This section explains
several strategies: (a) purchasing REO properties directly; (b) investing as a joint venture equity partner
with an operator; (c) investing in one or more first trust deeds secured by individual properties; and (d)
investing in a fund pursuing one of these strategies.
Purchasing REO Properties Directly. In this strategy, the investor personally acquires a home,
determines the extent of renovations and the renovation budget, hires contractors or subcontractors, and
either sells the home or rents it out after completing the renovations. If the home is rented, the investor
either acts as the property manager personally, or finds a property manager locally to rent the property,
collect the rent, and perform repairs and pay bills.
Advantages: This model is the most profitable for the investor, if the investor can devote time to
the process of buying direct from banks, is efficient, and has the right skills and time available to
oversee each aspect of the strategy.
Disadvantages/Risks: Unless the investor has developed deep experience, there is a great deal of
room for inefficiency and error in each part of the strategy (buying, renovating, leasing and
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operating/maintaining, if applicable). A mediocre operator might end up spending a huge amount
of time with hit-and-miss results.
Investing as a Joint Venture Equity Partner with an Operator. Once an operator has developed the
infrastructure and team to perform either the fix-and-flip or fix-and-rent strategy, he or she is usually
eager to pursue as many profitable projects as possible. As a result, operators need capital and usually
turn to their friends and family for additional financing. Investors might seek out an operator with
experience and provide equity financing in return for a share of the profits. A typical profit split is 50/50
between the investor and the operator, after some minimum preferred return has been met. A typical
preferred return is between 10% and 15% in the fix-and-flip model, with a lower preferred return in the
rental model. Usually the operator invests some amount of money (usually between 5% and 20% of the
total capital needed) and this investment is often subordinated to the passive investor’s return of capital.
In other words, the operator guarantees that the third-party investor will at least receive his or her capital
back before the operator does.
Advantages: This strategy can be very profitable without requiring hands-on involvement or a
large time commitment. Returns of 15%-20% annually are not uncommon for the fix-and-flip
model. This strategy can provide the opportunity to evaluate each investment individually as
opposed to investing in a pool where the investor has no say regarding which specific investments
will be made.
Disadvantages/Risks: Many operators lack the experience and/or judgment to sponsor an
investment successfully. Other operators may not be honest about expenses. Returns are likely to
be volatile as even good operators have some unprofitable investments. Operators my “cherry
pick,” in other words, they may keep the best projects for themselves personally and only offer
the less profitable projects to their base of investors.
Investing in One or More First Trust Deeds Secured by Individual Properties. For investors
concerned about volatile results, one approach is to invest in a first trust deed secured by a property being
rehabilitated. The investor agrees to cap his or her upside potential in return for having an investment that
is secured by a property, with the borrower providing cash equity that acts as a cushion for the first trust
deed investor in case the project does not go according to plan. If the borrower defaults, the lender can
foreclose on the property and own the property at a favorably low cost basis. Executed properly, this
approach allows the lender to exit the transaction without a loss, even if the borrower defaults.
Specialized mortgage brokers offer trust deed investments where they purportedly have performed all the
required due diligence work and the investor’s responsibility is limited to funding the investment.
Advantages: If the lender limits the first trust deed to some amount less than cost, ensuring at
least 20-30% cash equity from the borrower, this strategy should provide a margin of safety and
reduce the probability of a loss. Because the lender’s investment is recorded as a first lien, the
need for a deep, trusting relationship with the borrower is reduced, as the borrower cannot
extinguish the lien on the property without the lender’s consent, which takes the form of a
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notarized “reconveyance”. Investors can achieve returns of 8% to 10% or even slightly more on
these investments.
Disadvantages/Risks: The investor must be prepared to foreclose on the property, take
ownership, and liquidate the investment in case of a borrower default. The investor must check
title to make sure that there are no other liens on the property. It is critical for the investor to
personally check that the loan amount is conservative relative to the value of the property. Also,
while returns are appealing, the investor must continually reinvest funds into new trust deeds
when existing investments pay off, since most of these loans pay off every six months or so in the
fix-and-flip model. When considering the “down time” when cash is idle, the total return from
this strategy may be below 10%. If investors are using a broker to source loans, investors should
not rely 100% on a broker to perform all of its due diligence correctly. The investor needs to do
his or her own homework.
Investing in a Fund Pursuing One of the Above-Referenced Strategies. Passive investors can gain
exposure to residential investment through a fund. Dedicated funds exist for several of the strategies
described in this white paper, for example, fix-and-flip equity, fix-and-rent equity, and fix-and-flip
debt/first trust deed investing. The fund manager takes responsibility for making investments in keeping
with the fund’s mandate, which is outlined in a private placement memorandum and operating agreement.
A fund’s historical results may be available, and the results may be audited, providing added comfort as
to the manager’s track record, reputation and probity.
Advantages: The investor has no day-to-day responsibilities. The investor’s capital commitment
is usually limited to the amount invested (no capital calls). The investor’s liability is limited. The
responsibility to keep capital deployed (as opposed to having idle cash waiting for a new
investment) falls on the fund manager, rather than on the investor.
Disadvantages/Risks: The fund manager charges a fee, a portion of which is usually levied
regardless of the returns of the fund. While fund managers usually provide more transparency and
better reporting than individual operators, the investor still must research the manager’s
reputation. Some fund managers have been unscrupulous. Investors should be cautious about
strategy creep, namely, fund managers who might increase risk in an effort to maintain returns,
when market conditions change.
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Conclusion
The author generally agrees with Warren Buffett’s endorsement of investment in single family homes
given current market conditions in early 2012. The key drivers of this opportunity include (a) a huge
volume of properties whose owners are highly motivated to sell; (b) a relative scarcity of capital in many
niches, when compared to more mainstream investment areas; and (c) strong demand for rental housing,
supporting the fix-and-rent strategy. These drivers combine to create a fertile environment for valueoriented investors who understand real estate. To realize good results, investors should make a realistic
assessment of their skills and capabilities, and choose the level of involvement that fits (active, passive, or
somewhere in between). Finally, before investing, the investor must perform thorough due diligence not
just on individual properties (for active strategies), but also reference checks on any partners or service
providers. This is important particularly for more passive investors.
For policy-makers, the conclusion is that natural market forces are healing the housing market already.
The solution lies in many thousands of operators who are buying, renovating and then renting or selling
homes that have been through the foreclosure process. The great housing workout will take years to
unfold but should be allowed to do so naturally. Large-scale policy efforts are not needed and in many
cases would be based on a faulty understanding of what is already happening on the ground in America’s
hard-hit neighborhoods, namely, a clear trend towards stabilization that is unfolding one property at a
time.
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